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London leads way in shared workspace sector
Editor: Following WeWork’s announcement that it is opening
a co-working space, and Property Week’s recent piece on firms
Technology, media & telecoms
offering bespoke, adaptable space for young companies with
changing space requirements (27.05.16, p43), I wanted to
Good to grow: landlords capitalise on T&M boom
comment on London’s position as a leader in this market.
To put this in context, it’s worth considering the
traditional nature of London’s commercial property
market and the factors that made it ripe for
disruption, particularly given the new breed
of tenant that has emerged in recent years.
It’s clear to me that
The growth that we have seen among
London’s shared
start-ups and scale-ups has fuelled a
driver, workspaces have had to move with the
workspace scene
change in attitudes towards commercial
times in order to continue attracting talent.
is the finest in
property. These businesses have very
For years, truly modern workspaces were
the world
specific property needs. Growth expectations
the sole domain of Silicon Valley, but an
are high, and founders often cannot predict
increasing number of developments in London
Incubator space
whether their businesses will employ five people or
– such as Google’s King’s Cross development and
200 people over the course of a year. This is at odds with the
Derwent London’s White Collar Factory – are becoming
propertyweek.com
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traditional approach of five- to 10-year lease terms with very
more
sensitive to modern tenants’ requirements. These
stringent parameters requiring tenants to incur large capital
spaces understand the importance of a working environment
expenditure costs on fit-out, furniture, fixtures and
that is conducive to creativity, productivity and comfort.
equipment, and onerous dilapidation negotiations. As such,
Of course, there are great things happening across the
flexibility has become paramount. The onus is now on space
UK, and to suggest that this trend is purely a London
providers to provide shorter, more flexible lease terms and
phenomenon risks downplaying some of the great spaces
spaces that are already kitted out to the appropriate level.
that are popping up across the UK. But it should come as no
Of course, serviced offices with short-term leases are
surprise that it’s our capital city that is making waves. We
nothing new, and neither are co-working spaces. After the
were reminded recently of London’s global standing when
financial crisis flooded the market with young, qualified yet
it was reported to have overtaken New York and Shanghai
career-challenged professionals, many decided to go it
in EY’s global ranking of top tech cities.
alone, and co-working spaces quickly popped up in disused
The capital is apparently now the second most likely city
warehouses on the edges of the City to cater for such workers.
in the world to create the next big tech giant, behind San
Yet it is only in recent years that the shared workspace
Francisco. Perhaps, in five years’ time, as our workplace
market has evolved into something much more polished,
industry continues to innovate, we will hold the top spot,
propelled largely by London’s booming digital economy.
but for now, it’s clear to me that London’s shared
This newer breed of tenant wants space that matches
workspace scene is the finest in the world.
their brand, and with employee satisfaction being a key
Jonny Rosenblatt, MD, Headspace Group
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All credible economists say
quitting EU would damage
trade, investment, jobs, wages
and tax receipts – meaning £bns
less for public services
@George_Osborne

Innovative firms are offering bespoke, adaptable
space for young companies with changing space
requirements. Simon Creasey reports

The London office market has always had a healthy
representation of tech and media (T&M) occupiers.
But over the past few years, some parts of the
capital have started to resemble Silicon Valley
thanks to the influx of T&M companies, particularly
start-ups.
According to research published by JLL in April,
there are 45,000 more tech businesses in London
now than there were four years ago – which means
the equivalent of one new tech company has been
created every hour since 2012.
This start-up boom has been great news for
landlords. JLL’s figures show that between 2013
and 2015, T&M companies leased a whopping
7.9m sq ft of London office space – nearly double
the amount of space taken by T&M occupiers in
the three years to 2012.
But there is a flip side to all of this. In the
three years to 2015, the amount of space T&M
companies signed up for reduced significantly.
Media companies took 22% less space on average
and tech companies took 44% less space.
This reduction has been driven by the rise
of smaller tech companies looking for a smaller
office footprint and greater flexibility, both in
terms of space and lease lengths.
So what do landlords looking to grab a piece
of the action need to know about catering for
this rapidly growing sector?

Campus point: the reception area
at Canary Wharf Group’s Level39

In the tech industry, global technology behemoths
such as Google and Facebook prefer to occupy
campus-style accommodation. Tech start-ups also
aspire to work in an environment where there is a
sense of community and a spirit of collaboration.

The capital has already seen a growing amount of
tech incubator/accelerator office space introduced
to the market, in addition to the new generation of

co-working space provided by the likes of WeWork to
meet this demand. Now, increasingly landlords are
offering – or considering – more campus-style space.
One such example is Canary Wharf Group
(CWG). It set up Level39 around three years
ago on one floor of One Canada Square and the
initiative has been so successful that it has been
rolled out to two further floors, with around 200
start-ups currently occupying around 80,000 sq
>>
ft. Plans are also afoot to deliver a 110,000 sq ft

Land Registry sell-off ‘a short-sighted political decision’
Editor: I write to support those who
have already spoken against the Land
Registry sell-off (03.06.16, p11).
The government’s plans effectively
enable a single corporate to manage
and exploit sensitive (and lucrative)
data on the UK’s property market,
controlling access to a monopoly
service still, importantly, underwritten
by a state indemnity.
The registration of property
transactions and interests is largely a
legal requirement and the transparent,
accessible, well-administered Land
Registry makes compliance simple. It
generates market confidence and faith
in UK governance at home and abroad.
And, ultimately, its information goes to
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the heart of countless legal and social
issues – property rights, family law,
tax evasion and offshore ownership,
to name a few.
Providing an artificial injection of
profit motivation and shareholder
interest is a myopic political decision,
not an economic necessity. This deal is
expected to take £1.2bn off next year’s
bottom line, but the Land Registry
actually generates surplus dividend
– £19m in 2015 – together with a
special £100m boost to the Treasury’s
cash reserves. It contributes
long-term, sustainable income.
For the Land Registry itself, it seems
highly unlikely a corporate focus on
margins will generate investment in
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innovative technology (such as
free-to-use MapSearch) or safeguard
4,500 staff members, who act with
genuine integrity and professionalism
in protecting our interests.
Your piece states the government’s
proposals are an ‘if’ but the tenor of
its consultation treated privatisation
as a foregone conclusion:
jeopardising investment in UK plc,
undermining Cameron’s own anticorruption pledge, chipping away
at affordable access and wilfully
ignoring the voices of nearly 300,000
members of the public who have
already made their objection clear.
Clare Harman Clark, senior
associate, Russell-Cooke
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Just hearing of a few more
commercial property deals being
pulled due to #Brexit – let’s hope
sanity prevails #stayin
@johnnycaddick
Leaving EU will ease London’s
housing pressure. Reduce
pressure on schools, doctors and
hospitals #Brexit
@KhanUKIP
Berkeley’s Urban House, built in
factory and transported by lorry
onsite, could be a “game-changer”,
Tony Pidgley says. #LREF2016
@SamuelHortiPW
‘It’s a housing scheme with a
railway thrown in’ – LCCI’s Colin
Stanbridge on Crossrail 2 #LREF2016
@Davidntaylor
We are in an ideal position —
why would we throw away
this advantage? says Sir George
Iacobescu #Brexit
@Propertyshe
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